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First things first: Go to File 
/ User Preferences / FCS: 
click Auto Increment, so 
that each file gets the 
appendix _001, _002 etc. 
This is important for later 
evaluation in another 
software (f.e. flowjo, 
fcsexpress). 
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Create a new experiment 
as usual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select the respective plate 
format here. U and V 
plates are usually better 
because the cells are 
mixed much more 
thoroughly. 

 

If the plate controls are 
not displayed, simply 
right-click “Show plate 
controls”. 
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In the inspector window: Use Global Cytometer Settings can be 
deactivated there. This means that different settings can be used for 
different wells. 
Many commands can also be accessed by right-clicking on the 
respective well. 
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Loader Settings 
Sample Volume 50 µl dead volume, which means if I want to measure 200 µl 

of my sample, I need to put 250 µl of sample into my well. 

Mixing Volume ½ of the total volume is a good benchmark. 

Mixing Speed 220 default value for PBMCs, f.e. for dendritic or thawed 
cells you should choose a lower value. 

Carry over You should incorporate cleaning wells with H2O or PBS 

BLR Baseline Restore Period, goes from 5 to 150. 
The value x10 is the delayed recording in milliseconds, f.e. is 
the value 5, the recording starts after 50 milliseconds and 
not immediately. 
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Other information 
Which cell density is 
recommended? 

Fresh lympocytes: max. 10 million cells / mL 
Dendritic cells: 1-2 million cells / mL 

Additives By adding EDTA, BSA etc. the cells remain intact. 

thawed PBMCs Clogging of the sample line possible. Solution: lower cell 
density, lower sample flow rate, adding f.e. BSA to the 
sample. 

Standard Mode 
High-Throughput Mode 

In contrast to the standard mode, both pumps are working 
in the High-Throughput Mode at the same time. (this could 
be useful when checking a GFP signal on the whole plate → 
quick measurement) 
For everything else the standard mode is recommended! 
The sample flow rate goes from 0,5-3µl/sec. (which equals 
to MED – HIGH). SO with the HTS we simply don´t have a 
“LOW” (which means it is not suitable for f.e. cell cycle 
analyses).

 
Which plates? 384 well or 96 well plate 

Important: define in advance which plate size is used, 
otherwise the sample needle may be damaged in the 
process since the device knows the exact position of the 
wells for each plate format. 

The lid must be on correctly! The device detects if the lid is not properly seated. 

Create settings Settings should be created beforehand with tubes instead 
of the plate. This has the advantage that you have more 
time when adjusting the PMTs etc. 

Cleaning plate at the end!! After the measurement, insert a cleaning plate. 
F.e. 

• 3 wells BD FACSClean or BD FACSRinse 

• 3 wells Aqua dest. 

• Repeat 3 times in a row 

 


